Terms and Conditions
Standard Chartered Cup Tournament 2018

These Terms & Conditions govern your participation in the Standard Chartered Cup (SC
Cup) Uganda Competition (the “Competition”).

Please read these Terms and Conditions carefully before deciding to participate in the
Competition;

By entering the Competition, you are agreeing to be bound by these Terms and Conditions
and confirm that all the information presented is true and complete.

1. To participate in the SC Cup tournament;


One must be over 18 years of age (as at the date of entry) and an amateur.



The Individual or entity should be a corporate, Commercial or Retail Banking
customer of Standard Chartered Bank.



We shall have 40 teams registered on a first come, first served basis therefore
registration will close as soon as the 40 teams are attained.



Registration opens on Wednesday, 28th February 2018 and will close
Wednesday, March 28, 2018.



Corporate companies pay a non refundable registration fee of Ugx 1,500,000
(One million and five hundred thousand Uganda shillings only) for a team of (7)
seven players.



Individuals must have a valid passport and be eligible to travel to the United
Kingdom (UK).



A company is considered duly registered upon completing the process of sharing
the supporting documents from the HR of the respective companies confirming
the players registered are employees together with a passport photo, payment of
registration fees and upon consenting to these terms and conditions.
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2. The competition will proceed as follows;
The National qualifier tournament will be held at the Mandela National Stadium, Namboole
on Saturday, 21 April, 2018.


40 teams of 7 players (participants) each, will play 10-minute 5-aside matches
(with 2 substitutes).



The 40 teams will be grouped by the organisers in eight groups for the group
stages and the group games will be played on a round robin basis. The top two in
each group, will advance to the round of 16, and the winners will go on a knock
out format advancing until the final.



The first and second runner up teams will receive medals with only the winning
team receiving the grand prizes of a trophy as well as travel to Anfield to watch
the Liverpool Game in August, 2018.



The Bank will provide goodie bags for 40 teams inclusive of; drawstring bag, cap, ball and
a sport bottle.

3. The official draws for the group selections will be carried out before the tournament on
April 21, 2018 at a venue and time that will be communicated to all registered
companies and teams.
4. The tournament terms and conditions will apply to all the participants and the organisers’
decisions on any matter surrounding the tournament will be final.

5. The SC Cup winning team from Uganda will receive:

a) A return economy class air ticket to and from Manchester Airport, United Kingdom,
with return airport and onground transfers in Liverpool.
b) 3 nights’ accommodation in Liverpool.

c) Meals for the contingent members (breakfast, lunch and dinner) during their stay at
Liverpool. Any special dietary requests should be advised to the organizers in
advance.

d) A training session with an Liverpool FC (LFC) legend.
e) Watch the Liverpool game live at Anfield
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f)

Additional expenses not outlined in the itinerary such as laundry, overseas calls, mini
bar and room service etc. shall be borne by the guest

g) The winning team will receive a trophy as well as travel to Anfield.
7. The individual members of the winning team of the Standard Chartered Cup Finals are
solely responsible for obtaining all necessary travel documentation that will enable them
arrive in UK including passports and visas. (Winning team needs to note the 21 day
UK visa application requirement and expedite the process given the timelines
between the local tournament and travel date)

Travel and other insurances are not included in the prize, and the winner is strongly
advised to take out insurance cover for all appropriate risks. All other expenses incurred
outside the prize components expressly set out in above are at the sole expense of the
participants.

The SCB Uganda Limited (the Bank) is not responsible for any consequences, including
costs incurred, if the participants visa application is rejected or unavailable in time and
reserves the right to withdraw the prize if, for any reason, the participant is unable to
travel to Anfield.

8. The Bank at its discretion can replace any participant who is unable to satisfy the
conditions of travelling to UK.
9. The Awards and final prize are non-transferable and subject to availability. The Bank
reserves the right to substitute alternative prizes which may not be of equivalent value at
any time by notifying the relevant winners.
10. All promotional images produced by the Bank associated with the tournament;
contestants, winners, awards and prizes will be the property of Standard Chartered
Bank. The Bank reserves the right to publicize the names of winners, their photographs
and their audio and/or visual recordings in periodicals (for example, the LFC Matchday
Programmes and LFC Magazine), the official websites of the Bank etc.

11. The Bank is not responsible for entries to the Competition not delivered or delayed
delivery due to any technical or operational reasons.
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12. The winners may be required to participate in public relations events to generate press
coverage for the Competition. This may include without limitation to; quotes given by the
winners for inclusion in press releases, attendance at prize giving ceremonies, press
conferences and interviews.
13. Please note that the participants who will travel to Anfield will be liable for any costs
relating to damages. The hotel reserves the right to refuse services to any guests who do
not adhere to their health and safety, general terms and conditions, or who cause a
disturbance at the venue. Hotel rooms and event venues are non-smoking and any
guests found to be smoking in non smoking areas will be liable to a fine and will be
asked to vacate the premises if any kind of disturbance or damage is caused.

14. To the extent permitted by applicable law, you agree that the Bank will not be liable,
under any circumstances and in any way, for any errors or omissions, loss or damage of
any kind incurred as a result of your participation in this competition.
15. If you are in breach of any of these Terms and Conditions the Bank may immediately
withdraw your participation in the Competition without notice. The Bank’s decision shall
be final.
16. The Bank reserves the right to cancel the Competition at any time if it feels it appropriate
to do so due to technical, unauthorized human intervention or any other reason. The
Bank may change any dates set for the Competition at its absolute discretion by notifying
the relevant participants.
17. Your entry into the competition is deemed an unequivocal acceptance of these terms
and conditions.

Standard Chartered Cup National tournament format, rules and
regulations;
i)The following rules and regulations will apply to the National tournament and will be
enforced by the referee, whose decision is final.;
ii) Number of players


Each match shall be played by two (2) teams of five (5) players, including the
goalkeeper.
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Any of the other players may change places with the goalkeeper, provided that
the referee is informed before the change is made, and that the change is made
during a stoppage in the game.



The Rules of the Competition allow for “rolling” substitutes to be used. The
number of “rolling” substitutions is unlimited.

iii) Players’ Equipment


Footwear shall be worn in accordance with the Laws of the Game, and subject to
any local regulations. (No metal studs or metal blades)



The wearing of shinguards, which must be covered by socks in accordance with
the Laws of the Game, is compulsory. Any player who fails to wear shinguards
does so at their own risk.

iv) Timekeeper / scorer
The referee shall:


Record goals scored



Act as timekeeper and signify full-time by a whistle



Supervise the use of “rolling” substitutes

v) Duration of the game
nces
will be made in games for stoppages except in extreme circumstances.
vi) Start of play


At the beginning of a game the choice of ends and kick off shall be decided by
the toss of a coin.



Play shall be started with a normal kick off at the centre of the pitch.



The game shall be re-started in a like manner after a goal has been scored.



After any other stoppage the game shall be re-started by the referee dropping the
ball at a point nearest to where it was when play was suspended, unless it was in
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the goalkeeper’s possession, when the player shall, at the referee’s signal, roll or
pass the ball out.
vii) Ball in and out of play; the ball shall be in play at all times from the start of the game
unless:


The ball has crossed the goal-line, side-lines or the barricades surrounding the
playing area;



The referee has given the signal for full-time;



The game has been stopped by the referee;



When the ball goes out of play a member of the opposing team shall pass the ball
into play.



You cannot score directly from a pass in (throw in)

viii) Offside;


There is no offside. Players may place themselves in any part of the playing area
outside the penalty areas.

ix) Fouls and misconduct;


A player who unfairly impedes the progress of an opponent when not playing the
ball shall be penalised by the awarding of an indirect free kick.



A player who is sent off shall not be allowed to take any further part in matches
during that stage (minimum 2 matches). No substitute is allowed for a player
dismissed for misconduct during the game in which the offence occurred.

x) Free kick / Penalty kick;


Free kick: When a player is taking a direct or indirect free kick all of the opposing
players shall be at least 6 yards from the ball until it is in play. All free kicks given
against the defending side for infringements committed in or near the penalty
area shall be taken from a distance not less than 6 yards outside the penalty area
at the nearest point to where the offence occurred.
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Penalty kick: A penalty kick shall be taken 10 yards from the centre of the goal
being attacked, and except for the defending goalkeeper, only the player taking
the kick can enter the penalty area and for that purpose only. Whether or not a
goal is scored from the kick the player concerned must leave the penalty area
immediately after taking the kick and before taking any further part in play.



Only the Goalkeeper is allowed inside the penalty area at any time unless a
penalty kick is being taken. If an opposing player enters the penalty area at any
time an indirect free kick will be awarded (taken by the Goalkeeper). If a player
steps into their own penalty area at any time a penalty kick shall be awarded.

xi) Goalkeeper returning the ball into play


After holding the ball the goalkeeper must immediately return the ball into play
with a pass or a throw – this includes any in-direct free kicks inside the box
(penalty area).



Goalkeepers must not hold onto the ball for more than 6 seconds. In the event of
this happening the referee will award an indirect free kick.

xii) General rules of the game


Apart from the above rules the matches will be run as a normal game. Overhead
height is permitted at all times.

Note: The SC Cup rules differ from the FIFA / FUFA rules and are specific to our
competition.

Signed
Name of Company /Individual:
Signature:
Date:
Contact details (phone & email):
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